
Object For Mystery Bag Primary Song Page Category Objects for Each child Notes

1 mini Book of Mormon Book of Mormon Stories 118 Action $4 at Church Distribution Center

2 mini drum Book of Mormon Stories 118 objects drum #10 cans covered with wallpaper and vinyl top

3 stars on sticks I Am Like a Star 163 objects stars on sticks Hide star behind back, put in sky, wave, give a hug

4 rock Wise Man and the Foolish Man 281 action Pass the rock from one child to the next to feel it.  Sing the song with actions.

5 snowman picture Once There Was a Snowman 249 action Variation: Once I was a baby

6 cottonballs & parachute Rain is Falling (Snow is Falling) 241 group activity hold on the the parachute

7 picture of prophet Follow the Prophet (chorus) 110 action picture of the prophet March around the room.  Everyone following the child holding the picture of the prophet

8 Smiley/Frowny face Smiles 267 objects smiley/frowny face

9 shakers Do As I'm Doing 276 objects egg shakers Tap as I'm Tapping; Shake as I'm shaking; Roll as I'm Rolling

10 shakers If You're Happy and You Know It 266 objects egg shakers If you're happy and you know it tap your eggs (shake your eggs, roll your eggs)

11 streamers "Give" Said The Little Stream 236 objects streamers Conduct or follow the leader

12 temple pictures on sticks I Love to See the Temple 95 objects temple picture on sticks

13 eyes, ears, mouth, nose Head, Shoulders, Knees, & Toes 275 action

14 picture of blossoms or silk blossoms Popcorn popping 242 action

15 parachute or blanket "Give" Said The Little Stream 236 group activity Walk in a circle holding on the parachute, stop and shake the parachute on the chorus

16 finger puppets Do As I'm Doing 276 objects finger puppets Up, down, shake, etc.

17 paper plates I Hope They Call Me on a Mission 169 objects paper plate Pretend play with different ways missionaries traveled: car, train, bicycle, horse, airplane

18 picture of kids playing Fun to Do 253 action Pretend play (playing with toys, eating a treat, looking at stars, riding a bike, etc.)

19 scarves (sheer tricot) It's Autumn Time 246 objects scarf Wave back and forth, drop, pick up, etc.

20 scarves (sheer tricot) Rain is Falling 241 objects scarf Variation: Leaves are falling; Snow is falling

21 scarves (sheer tricot) In the Leafy Treetops

22 Hawaiian lei Do As I'm Doing 276 costume lei Hula dance

23 mini mirror I Am a Child of God 2 objects

24 rainbow When I Am Baptized 103 objects rainbow pieces Make rainbow designs on the floor.  Rainbows do not need to look the "traditional" rainbow

25 flashlight Jesus Wants Me For a Sunbeam 60 objects flashlight Direct the children to make patterns on the ceiling and floor with their flashlights.

26 flashlight Teach Me to Walk in the Light 177 objects flashlight walk around the room following the light beams on the floor

27 Heart Jesus Said Love Everyone 61 pass object heart bean bag

28 Visual of Jesus as a child Jesus Once Was a Little Child 55 action

29 instruments  or shakers I Belong to the Church of Jesus Christ 77 objects march around the room with instruments, shakers or tap rhythm sticks


